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Overview:

• Introduce the attendee to the Public Employee Disability Act (PEDA) and the Illinois Public Safety Employee 
Benefits Act (PSEBA).

• Explore the definition of both Acts, how they are interpreted, and the financial implications/burdens they 
have placed on local governments. 

• Discuss the relationship they have to the financial aspects of the local governmental entity. 

Learning Objectives:

Attendee will:

➢ Learn the definition and intent of both the Public Employee Disability Act (PEDA) and the Illinois Public 
Safety Employee Benefits Act (PSEBA). 

➢ Learn the financial obligations and rulings of both ACT’s.
➢ Based upon given scenarios, will gain insight on how each PEDA and/or PSEBA award was granted or 

denied.

Understanding the Public Employee Disability Act (PEDA) and the 

Illinois Public Safety Employee Benefits Act (PSEBA)
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Understanding the Workers’ Compensation Process?

• A system of compensating employees 
injured on the job regardless of fault.

• Workers’ comp is good for your 
organization and your employees.

• It ensures prompt and proper care for 
work-related injuries and illness.

• It provides income while workers recover 
and eases their return to work.

The Iceberg Principle of Workers’ 

Compensation

What You Know

What You Should to Know

What You Don’t Know
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The Claims Process
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The compensation shall be computed on the basis of the “Average weekly wage” which shall mean the actual 
earnings of the employee in the employment in which he was working at the time of the injury during the period of 52 
weeks ending with the last day of the employee’s last full pay period immediately preceding the date of injury, illness 
or disablement.

In other words, the average weekly wage calculation does not include actual earnings in the pay period in which the 
accident occurs. Rather, it is based on the last 52 weeks of full pay checks from before the accident.

Actual Earnings Before Taxes

Actual earnings refer to the injured worker’s gross earnings – that is, salary or hourly wages before any taxes are 
withheld. Because the calculation of average weekly wage is so important, the phrase “actual earnings” has been 
thoroughly considered by the courts.

Under the Workers' Compensation Act, injured workers are entitled to indemnity (wage-loss) benefits equal to two-
thirds of their weekly wage for a work-related injury. However, there are minimum and maximum adjustments 
provided in the Act, and the benefit rate is set using the annual maximum in place at the time of injury. The 
maximum is based on the Department of Labor and Industry's calculation of the statewide average weekly wage.

Pursuant to the Workers’ Compensation Act, Section 105.1, the Department of Labor & Industry has determined the 
statewide average weekly wage for injuries occurring on and after Jan. 1, 2021, shall be $1,130.00 per week 
(maximum weekly compensation).

Average Weekly Wage Survey
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Items Included in Average Weekly Wage 

(a) Vacation pay is included as part of the employee’s average weekly wage. General Tire & Rubber Co. v. Industrial 
Comm’n, 221 Ill. App. 3d 641, 652 (5th Dist. 1991). 

(b) Overtime Section 10 of the WCA explicitly states that overtime is to be excluded in calculating an employee's average 
weekly wage. However, the statute fails to define “overtime.” Airborne Express, Inc. v. Illinois Workers’ Comp. Comm’n, 
372 Ill. App. 3d 549, 553 (1st Dist. 2007). Overtime includes those hours in excess of an employee’s regular weekly hours 
of employment that he or she is not required to work as a condition of his or her employment or which is not part of a set 
number of hours consistently worked each week. To include such time in the average weekly wage figure, a claimant 
must show: (1) he was required to work overtime as a condition of his employment; (2) he consistently worked a set 
number of overtime hours each week; or (3) the overtime hours he worked were part of his regular hours of employment. 
Freesen, Inc. v. Indus. Comm’n, 348 Ill. App. 3d 1035, 1042 (4th Dist. 2004). 

(c) Fringe benefits are not included in the average weekly wage calculation. Pluto v. Industrial Comm’n, 272 Ill. App. 3d 722, 
729 (1st Dist. 1995). Fringe benefits can include an employer’s B-10 contribution to a union health and welfare program. 
The Pluto court noted that fringe benefits are not included as earnings or income for state or federal income tax purposes. 
However, vacation pay is included as earnings or income where an employee is paid his regular earnings during the time 
he takes time off for vacation, a fact which distinguishes fringe benefits from vacation pay which is included in the 
calculation of an employee's average weekly wage.

Average Weekly Wage Survey Items
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• Provides financial protection for firefighters and police officers who are injured
in the line of duty.

• Provides:
• Whenever an eligible employee suffers any injury in the line of duty which causes him to be 

unable to perform his duties, he shall continue to be paid by the employing public entity on 
the same basis as he was paid before the injury, with no deduction from his sick leave 
credits, compensatory time for overtime accumulations or vacation, or service credits in a 
public employee pension fund during the time he is unable to perform his duties due to the 
result of the injury, but not longer than one year in relation to the same injury . . . (5 ILCS 
345/1).

• These benefits last for one full year.

• The injured employee is entitled to full salary,

• Benefits pursuant to PEDA are considered disability benefits and not salary (and thus not
taxable income).

Public Employee Disability Act
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Who is an “eligible employee?”

• Any full-time police officer or firefighter who is employed by the State of Illinois, 
any unit of local government, any State supported college or university, and any 
other public entity granted the power to employ persons for such purposes by 
law.

• PEDA explicitly excludes any employees of home rule unit with a population of 
over 1,000,000. Thus, PEDA excludes any police officers and firefighters 
employed by the City of Chicago.

Public Employee Disability Act
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What benefits are provided by PEDA?

“The employee shall continue to be paid by the employing public entity on the same basis as he
was paid before the injury”

• 100% pay;

• Not just the 2/3rds available under workers’ compensation. 

• Local government on the hook for the extra 1/3rd. 

• Same benefits; and

(1) No deduction from sick leave credits;

(2) No deduction from compensatory time for overtime accumulations or vacation days;

• Same pension creditable service accrual.

Public Employee Disability Act
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• Is PEDA Compensation Taxable?

No!

Despite PEDA’s language that the employee must be paid on the “same basis” as before the injury, 
PEDA compensation is not taxable income. 

The IRS has issued opinions that mandate that no taxes be withheld from an employee's gross pay.

Withholdings should be adjusted accordingly

Public Employee Disability Act
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Under Rev. Rul. 68-10 C.B. 50, the IRS issued a revenue ruling evaluating a California statute 

analogous to Illinois’ PEDA statute. The language of Section 4850 Subsection (a) of the California 

Labor Code is as follows:

§ 4850. Leave of absence without loss of salary in lieu of disability payments or maintenance 

allowance payments 

(a) Whenever any person listed in subdivision (b) [a police officer was one of the occupations listed 

in (b)], who is employed on a regular, full-time basis, and is disabled, whether temporarily or 

permanently, by injury or illness arising out of and in the course of his or her duties, he or she shall 

become entitled, regardless of his or her period of service with the city, county, or district, to a leave 

of absence while so disabled without loss of salary in lieu of temporary disability payments or 

maintenance allowance payments, if any, that would be payable under this chapter, for the period of 

the disability, but not exceeding one year, or until that earlier date as he or she is retired on 

permanent disability pension, and is actually receiving disability pension payments, or advanced 

disability pension payments pursuant to Section 4850.3.

IRS Rule Regarding PEDA
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PUBLICATION 15-A Employer’s Supplemental Tax Guide (Jan 05, 2017)

Chapter 6:  Payments that Aren’t Sick Pay

3. Payments in the nature of workers’ compensation – public employees

Specifically references police and firefighters

Payments under a statute in the nature of a workers’ compensation law aren’t

sick pay and aren’t subject to employment taxes.

See Regulations section 31.3121(a)(2)-1

Public Employee Disability Act (5 ILCS 345/1)
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How long do PEDA benefits last?

“Not longer than one year in relation to the same injury”

NOTE: This does not mean a calendar year. This means a total of 

365 days worth of PEDA benefits for a discrete work-related injury, 

which do not necessarily need to be concurrent.

See Albee v. City of Bloomington, 365 Ill. App. 3d 526 (4th Dist. 2006).

Public Employee Disability Act
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PEDA’s Interplay with Workers’ Comp.

• PEDA and workers’ compensation share the same causation standard.

“We see no meaningful difference between the ‘line of duty’ standard in PEDA and the 
causation test in workers’ compensation claims – that the injury ‘arose out of and in the 
course of employment.’” 

Mabie v. Village of Schaumburg, 364 Ill. App. 3d 756 (1st Dist. 2006) 

• If workers’ compensation determines an injury was not caused by the 

employees’ employment, then PEDA benefits are usually not available.

Public Employee Disability Act (5 ILCS 345/1)
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PEDA’s Interplay with Workers’ Comp.

What happens when PEDA runs out and the petitioner remains disabled 

from work?

Or, the police officer or firefighter has now reached MMI and cannot return to full
duty work.

It might be time to file an application for a Line-of-Duty Disability Pension

Public Employee Disability Act (5 ILCS 345/1)
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Recap: The Financial Aspects of PEDA

• Employee will receive 100% of their pre-injury benefits. 

• Limitation on Performing Work:  An employee receiving PEDA “shall not be employed in any other 
manner, with or without monetary compensation.” Any person employed in violation of this 
provision “forfeits the continuing compensation provided  by this Act from the time such 
employment begins,” with any monies improperly received to revert to the employer. (§1(d)).

• Wages paid under PEDA are exempt from Federal and State tax withholding; be mindful of 
policies on additional deductions from wages, including health/dental insurance and union dues

• The employee also is ineligible for disability pension benefits under the pension code while 
receiving PEDA. (§1(d)).

• A supplemental policy that will assist with covering the other 33% of the employee’s salary when 
on PEDA.

Public Employee Disability Act
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• Rule of thumb: Employees on PEDA should be his or her gross salary throughout 
the time that they are off work pursuant to PEDA with no taxes withheld and with 
all benefits continued as set forth in the statute. 

• On the other hand, the eligible employee should be paid his normal salary with 
normal tax withholding or reporting for any hours that were worked during the 
same time frame.

• Benefits are not limited to calendar year following injury. Albee v. City of 
Bloomington, 365 Ill. App. 3d 526 (4th Dist. 2006) 

Public Employee Disability Act:  Takeaways
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A Brief Primer on Pensions
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Line of Duty Disability Pensions

40 ILCS 5/3-114.1 for Police

•65% of the salary attached to the rank on the

police force held by the officer at the date of

suspension of duty or retirement

•Considered "on duty" while on any assignment 

approved by the chief of the police department 

of the municipality he or she serves, whether

the assignment is within or outside the

municipality.

•“Special risk” requirement.

40 ILCS 5/4-110 for Firefighters

•65% of the monthly salary attached to the

rank held by him or her in the fire

department at the date he or she is

removed from the municipality's payroll.

•Considered "on duty" while on any 

assignment approved by the chief, even

though away from the municipality he or

she serves as a firefighter, if the

assignment is related to the fire protection 

service of the municipality.
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Line of Duty v. Not on Duty Pensions

LINE OF DUTY PENSION

• 65% of salary

• Tax free

• Potentially comes with PSEBA benefits

• No minimum creditable service requirement

• Permanent disability

NOT ON DUTY PENSION

• 50% of salary

• Taxable

• No PSEBA

• Need at least seven years creditable service for firefighters but no minimum for

police.

• Permanent disability
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Line of Duty v. Not on Duty Pensions

Pension Offset with Workers’ Compensation

40 ILCS 5/3-114.5 for Police Officers & 40 ILCS 5/4-114.2 for Firefighters 

• Rule: Whenever a person is entitled to a disability or survivor’s pension and to benefits 

under the Workers' Compensation Act or the Workers' Occupational Diseases Act for the 

same injury or disease, the benefits payable under this Article shall be reduced by the

benefits received from Work Comp.

HOWEVER there shall be no reduction for payments for: 

• Any medical payments made for scheduled losses for the loss of or permanent and 

complete or permanent and partial loss of the use of any bodily member or the body 

taken as a whole.

• Payments made for statutorily prescribed losses.
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Illinois Public Safety Employee Benefits Act (“PSEBA”)
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PSEBA (820 ILCS 320/10)
• A employer who employs a full-time law enforcement, correctional or 

correctional probation officer, or firefighter who suffers a catastrophic injury or is

killed in the line of duty . . . shall pay the entire premium of the employer's 

health insurance plan for the injured employee, the injured employee's spouse, 

and for each dependent child of the injured employee.

• If the injured employee subsequently dies, the employer shall continue to pay

the entire health insurance premium for the surviving spouse until remarried

and for the dependent children

Illinois Public Safety Employee Benefits Act (PSEBA)
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Police and fire entitled to health insurance benefits under certain circumstances.

Two Steps in order to obtain Health Coverage Benefit. 

1) Section 10(a) – full-time law enforcement officer or firefighter who suffers “a 
catastrophic injury or is killed in the line of duty . . .”

2)   Section 10(b) – injury or death must have occurred as a result of one of the    
following: 

a) Officer’s response to fresh pursuit;

b) Officer or firefighter’s response to what is reasonably believed to be an emergency; 

c) An unlawful act perpetrated by another; or 

d) During the investigation of a criminal act.

Illinois Public Safety Employee Benefits Act (PSEBA)
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How Much Could PSEBA Benefits Costs? 

An example out of O’Fallon, Illinois: The PSEBA benefits of two young and disabled 
officers with large families were said to cost the city approximately $40,000.00
annually in each case. The rough actuarial math for these officers and their
families over six decades adds up to likely costing the city close to $5 million
dollars when all is said and done.

See, Jonathan Walters, The Disability Dilemma, Governing Magazine, (May 2007)

Illinois Public Safety Employee Benefits Act (PSEBA)
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How Much Could PSEBA Benefits Costs? 

December 2020 Report to the General Assembly:

Illinois Public Safety Employee Benefits Act (PSEBA)
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How Much Could PSEBA Benefits Costs? 

Illinois Public Safety Employee Benefits Act (PSEBA)
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What qualifies as a “catastrophic injury”?

The Supreme Court ruled that the phrase "catastrophic injury" is synonymous with an

injury resulting in a line-of-duty disability under the pension code.

Krohe v City of Bloomington, 204 Ill. 2d. 392 (2003)

YES! The Supreme Court reaffirmed this is the law in Village of Vernon Hills v. Heelan, 2015 IL 118170

Illinois Public Safety Employee Benefits Act (PSEBA)

YOU SURE 
ABOUT THAT?
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Prong #1: Catastrophic Injury

➢ Illinois Supreme Court: Definition of “catastrophic injury” is synonymous with an 
injury resulting in a line-of-duty disability pension. 

(Krohe v. City of Bloomington, 204 Ill. 2d 392 (2003).

➢ If the employee is granted a line-of-duty disability pension, they have satisfied 
the first prong of PSEBA.

➢ Often, employers will have to intervene in pension cases if they wish to dispute 
that the employee is, in fact, “catastrophically injured.”

If you don’t intervene, you cannot subsequently dispute the first prong. 

PSEBA: Two Prongs
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Prong #2:  Qualifying Event

➢ Officer’s response to fresh pursuit; 

➢ Officer or firefighter’s response to what is reasonably believed to be 
an emergency; 

➢ An unlawful act perpetrated by another; or 

➢ During the investigation of a criminal act.

PSEBA: Two Prongs
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“Response to what is reasonably believed to be an emergency”

–Doesn’t actually have to be an emergency for PSEBA benefits to attach.

➢Not covered: A firefighter participated in a training exercise where the goal was to 
rescue a trapped firefighter in an abandoned building. The firefighter twisted his knee 
while pulling the downed firefighter and was awarded a non-duty disability pension. This 
was not covered under PSEBA because the training exercise was conducted under 
planned, controlled conditions. 

➢Covered: During a training exercise in a burning building, a firefighter’s hose line was 
unexpectedly entangled in an unseen object (a loveseat). The firefighter was required to 
follow the hose line back and free it, all while having no visibility. The firefighter moved 
the loveseat and suffered a disabling injury to his shoulder. 

Gaffney v. Board of Trustees of the Orland Fire Protection District, 2012 IL 110012. 

PSEBA: Two Prongs
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➢ PSEBA only requires local governments to pay for the premium for 
the “basic group health insurance plan.” 820 ILCS 320/10.

▪ Dental/vision do not have to be provided.

➢ Municipalities can determine what the “basic group health 
insurance plan” is ahead of time.

▪ Recent amendments require local governments to confine this choice to a plan 
offered in a collective bargaining agreement (if there is one).

What Health Insurance Must Be Provided Under PSEBA?
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• Usually, upon reaching Medicare eligibility (age 65). 

Pyle v. City of Granite City, 2012 IL App (5th) 110472, ¶ 24.

• PSEBA benefits are reduced where there is a health insurance 
benefit paid by another source. 820 ILCS 320/10.

• What about dependents?

• They lose PSEBA eligibility when they turn 65, too. 

When Does PSEBA End?
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A child of an Illinois firefighter who is killed may be eligible for educational benefits 
under PSEBA (820 ILCS 320/15).

Qualifying survivors (children up to 25 years old) are entitled to waivers of 
educational expenses from Illinois state supported institution.  

➢ Beneficiaries must remain in good academic standing to continue receiving 
benefits.

➢ Beneficiaries have to attain enrollment according to the customary rules and 
requirements of the institution attended.

PSEBA’s Educational Benefits
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• PSEBA awards can be expensive, so it is prudent to ensure they are taken 
seriously from the start.

• Consider whether intervention in the pension hearing is necessary.

• Consider whether to establish a PSEBA administrative hearing process, if 
possible.

• Consider affirmatively designating the “basic group health insurance plan” 
preemptively.

Take a Long View of PSEBA Claims 
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MEET THE PRESENTER

KRISTINE K. WILLSON, CPP
Senior Consultant, Human Capital 
Management and Payroll Advisory
Sikich, LLP
206.854.1182
kristine.willson@sikich.com

I’ve worked in the payroll 
profession for 30 years and 

was named 2019 Payroll 
Woman of the year by the 

American Payroll Association.

mailto:kristine.willson@sikich.com


• IRS Updates

• Form 941/941-X

• Form W-2

• Form 1099-NEC

• Look ahead at 2022
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✓Knowledge of IRS updates related to COVID-19

✓Understand reporting requirements for form’s 

✓ 941

✓ 941-x

✓W-2

✓What to report on 1099-NEC vs. 1099-Misc

✓What’s on the horizon for 2022
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• Updated definition of Eligible Employers
• Any business with fewer than 500 employees

• Including tax-exempt and governmental employers

• Excluding federal government employers

• A new COBRA premium assistance tax credit

• Expanded the time period for tax credits for wages paid for leave 
from 4/1/2021 – 9/30/2021

• An increase in the maximum amount of dependent care assistance 
that may be excluded from income in 2021
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• An extension of tax credits for emergency paid sick and family 
and medical leave to include time taken by employees who are 
not able to work or telework due to reasons related to COVID-19
• leave taken to received COVID-19 vaccinations

• to recover from any injury, disability, Illness or condition related to 
the vaccinations

• An extension of the employee retention credit through 
12/31/2021

ARPA 2021 CONT.
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For detailed information: 
https://www.irs.gov/newsroom/claiming-
the-employee-retention-credit-in-the-first-

and-second-calendar-quarters-2021

https://www.irs.gov/newsroom/claiming-the-employee-retention-credit-in-the-first-and-second-calendar-quarters-2021


Employee social security tax deferral deadline extended

• Legislation extended the repayment of deferred SSI taxes to 
December 31, 2021 (original repayment due date 4/30/2021)
• The employee portion of Social Security tax deferred in 2020 and is 

withheld in 2021 should be reported in box 4 (Social security tax 
withheld) on Form W-2c, Corrected Wage and Tax Statement. On Form 
W-2c, employers should enter tax year 2020 in box c and adjust the 
amount previously reported in box 4 (Social security tax withheld) of the 
Form W-2 to include the deferred amounts that were withheld in 2021.

• Interest and penalties on unpaid amount will begin accruing on 
January 1, 2022
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• Deferred employer portion of the social security tax repayment 
schedule
• 50% due 1/3/2022 r

• remaining 50% due 1/3/2023 (December 31 for both years falls on a 
weekend)

• Federal Student Loan Relief
• Extended until 1/31/2022

CARES ACT CONT.
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Provision FFCRA CARES CAA ARPA
Emergency paid sick 

leave (EPSL)

Requires payment by 

employers <500 

employees & 

Government employers 

through 12/31/20

N/A Made voluntary to 

3/31/21

Extended to 

9/30/21, definition 

expanded

Emergency paid 

family and medical 

leave (EPFL)

Requires payment by 

employers <500 

employees & 

Government employers 

through 12/31/20

N/A Made voluntary to 

3/31/21

Extended to 

9/30/21, definition 

expanded

Emergency paid sick 

leave tax credit 

(EPSL)

Available to employers < 

500 employees through 

12/31/20

N/A Available through 

3/31/21

Available through 

9/30/21 & for 

government 

employers

Emergency paid 

family and medical 

leave tax credit 

(EPFL)

Available to employers < 

500 employees through 

12/31/20

N/A Available through 

3/31/21

Available through 

9/30/21 & for 

government 

employers

Deferral - employer 

social security tax

N/A Through 12/31/20, 

50% repaid by 

12/31/21 and 50% 

repaid by 1/3/23 

(12/31/22 is a 

weekend day)

N/A N/A

Employee Retention 

Credit (ERC)

N/A 50% of $10,000 

wages through 

12/31/20

70% of quarterly 

wages $10,000 

through 6/30.21

70% of quarterly 

wages $10,000 

through 

12/31/2021
Provision Presidential Memorandum CAA
Deferral - employee 

Social Security tax

Defer 9/1/20 – 12/31/20 repay by 4/30/21 Repay by 12/31/2021

9

Grid compiled by the 
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Federal Unemployment Trust Fund

• If states have outstanding FUA loans on 1/1 of at least two 
consecutive years and on 11/10 of the second year, they are 
subject to a credit reduction on their FUTA tax rate until the loan 
has been paid off.
• Virgin Island

FEDERAL UNEMPLOYMENT
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The Form 941 instructions now include five worksheets:
1. Credit for Qualified Sick and Family Leave Wages 

◦ Taken before April 1, 2021

2. Employee Retention Credit for 2Q 2021 Only

◦ Wages paid after 3/31/2021 and before 7/1/2021)

3. Credit for Qualified Sick and Family Leave Wages 

◦ Taken after March 31, 2021

4. Employee Retention Credit for 3Q and 4Q 2021 Only

◦ Qualified wages paid after 6/30/2021

5. COBRA Premium Assistance Credit

Also released were revised instructions for Schedule B, Report of Liability for Semiweekly 
Schedule Depositors – the form itself did not change

FORM 941
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FORM 941 – WORKSHEET 1
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FORM 941 – WORKSHEET 2
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FORM 941 – WORKSHEET 3



FORM 941 – WORKSHEET 4
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FORM 941 – WORKSHEET 5
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IRS or Social Security Administration will contact you if the amounts 
reported on your four quarterly Forms 941 do not match the total 
amounts reported on your Forms W-2 and Form W-3.

Make sure you reconcile:
• Federal income tax withholding

• Social Security Wages

• Social Security Tips

• Medicare Wages and Tips

FORM 941
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Changes to Form 941-x to accommodate ARPA – Rev 7/21
• Lines 18b, 26b, 35 – 40 used to correct lines 11d, 13e, 23 – 28 

from Form 941, respectively

• Lines 18a, 26a, 30 & 31a are used to correct lines 11c, 13d, 21 
& 22 from Form 941, respectively

• Lines 18c, 18d and 26c are used to correct lines 11e, 11f and 
13f from Form 941, respectively – these are for the new COBRA 
premium assistance credit

• Lines 9, 10, 17, 25, 28 & 29 are now applicable only to qualified 
sick leave and qualified family leave taken prior to 4/1/21

FORM 941-X
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FORM
941-X
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FORM
941-X



FORM
941-X
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• Employers must report the amount of qualified sick leave wages 
and qualified family leave wages paid to employees under the 
Families First Coronavirus Response Act.  Include compensation in 
Box 1, 3 and 5 and include the FFCRA amount in Box 14 on 2020 
Forms W-2.  If not included in Box 14 a separate statement must 
be provided.

• Updated language for Box 14 per IRS Notice 2021-53, 9-7-21 

• IRS notice also contains language to use if selecting the separate 
statement option.
• Included in Box 14, if applicable, are amounts paid to you as 

qualified sick leave wages or qualified family leave wages under the 
Families First Coronavirus Response Act and/or sections 3131 and 
3132 of the Internal Revenue Code. 

FORM W-2
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• Separate statement must be distributed at the same time as the 
Form W-2 whether paper form or electronic. 

• Complete Form W-2c in 2021 when deferred SS taxes have been 
repaid.  See IRS Notice 2020-65 for more information.

• In 2022* if you send 100 or more W-2s to SSA, you have to file 
them electronically

• In 2023* that limit is lowered to 10

*Pending IRS issuing final regulations

FORM W-2
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FORM W-2
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• Reimplemented Form 1099-NEC for reporting of compensation 
paid to independent contractors, attorney’s (payments for legal 
services only, settlements are still reported in Box 10 of the 1099-
MISC), gig workers or any other non-employee compensation in 
the amount of $600 or more in a calendar year.

• Box 1 – not used for reporting under section 6050R (use box 11 on 
Form 1099-MISC)

FORM 1099-NEC
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• Box 2 – Report any sales totaling $5,000 or more of consumer 
products for resale (can also use box 7 on Form 1099-MISC)

• Filing deadline January 31, for both paper and electronic filers.

FORM 1099-NEC

26

More information can be 
found at: 

www.irs.gov/forms-
pubs/about-form-1099-nec

http://www.irs.gov/forms-pubs/about-form-1099-nec


FORM 1099-NEC
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• Renamed 1099-Miscellaneous Information (formerly 
Miscellaneous Income)

• Box 7 repurposed for use with direct sales of $5,000 or more

• Box 11 includes any reporting under section 6050R (cash 
payments for purchase of fish for resale purposes)

• If paid to a corporation, no 1099-Misc reporting required, unless 
an exception applies such as:
• Gross proceeds paid to an attorney

• Deceased employee wages paid to estate or beneficiary

• Paid for medical expenses

• Includes items such as flu shots paid by employer

FORM 1099 - MISC
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• Many accounting firms are not incorporated so may require 
1099-Misc reporting

• IRS expects employers to have some 1099 reporting and has a 
program to identify those that do not file any 1099 series forms

• Filing due by February 28, if filing paper

• Filing due by March 31, if filing electronically

FORM 1099-MISC
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FORM 1099-MISC
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• Social Security Wage Base
• $146,700 ($9,095.40)

• Federal Per Diem
• Conus M&IE rate is $59.00

• Non-standard areas (NSA’s) increase to $59, $69, $74, and $79

• Additional information found in Per Diem Bulletin FTR 22-01 
(effective for travel on or after 10/1/2021)

• HSA Limits
• Individual - $3,650

• Family - $7,300

• HSA Catch-up (55 and older) - $1,000

• HRA Limit
• $1,800 (unchanged from 2021)

A LOOK AHEAD AT 2022
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• Federal Unemployment
• US Virgin Islands – no credit reduction

• Expect to see additional restrictions in 2023 as a result of COVID-
19

• 401(k), 401(b) and most 457 Retirement Plan Limits
• Up to age 50 –$20,500

• Age 50 and over – Catch-up – will remain at $6,500

• Overall Limit – $61,000

• FSA Limits
• Carry over Limit – $550

• Dependent Care Limit - $5,000 per household

• Medical Limit –$2,750

A LOOK AHEAD AT 2022
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• Minimum wage increase for federal contractors beginning 
1/30/2022 = $15.00 per hour

• 2022 Draft Form W-4
• At this time the 2022 Form W-4 has not been released

• A provision of the Bill (section 138201) would increase the top 
marginal individual income tax rate in IRC Section 1(i)(2) to 39.6%. 
It applies to:
• married individuals filing jointly who have taxable income exceeding $450k

• heads of households with taxable income exceeding $425k

• unmarried individuals with taxable income exceeding $400k

• married individuals filing separately with taxable income exceeding $225k

• and estates and trusts with taxable income exceeding $12.5k

These changes would apply to tax years that begin after December 
31, 2021.

A LOOK AHEAD AT 2022
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• The APA Government Relations 
Task Force Form W-4 
Workgroup recommended that 
the IRS create a Form W-4SN, 
Employee’s Withholding 
Certificate – Single Job, No 
Dependents. The simplified 
form would be for employees 
whose situation allows them 
just to complete Steps 1, 4(c), 
and 5. The recommendation 
included a six-month effective 
date to allow for payroll 
software adjustments, payroll 
training, and employee 
awareness.

AMERICAN PAYROLL ASSOCIATION 
LOBBIES FOR SIMPLIFIED FORM W-4
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This presentation has been prepared by Segal for 

informational purposes and is not complete without 

remarks provided at the meeting. 

Please remember that the presentation is for 

informational purposes only and should not be 

construed as legal advice. On all issues involving the 

interpretation or application of laws and regulations, all 

plan personnel should rely on counsel for legal advice.
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│FMLA /ADA Basics



FMLA: Employee Eligibility

Employees with 12 months of service (need not be consecutive) who 
have worked at least 1,250 hours in the 12 months immediately 
preceding the first day of leave.

Is an Employee Entitled to Leave?
– Employer must be subject to FMLA and

– Employee must be eligible



FMLA: Time Allowed

12 workweeks in any 12-month period
– For an employee’s own serious health condition

– For an employee to care for a family member with a serious health condition

– For a parent to bond with or care for a new child

26 workweeks in a single 12-month period
– For an employee to care for an injured service member

– 12 workweeks, or less depending on reason, in any 12-month period

– For an employee to take time off to deal with a military exigency



FMLA: Protected Leave Reasons

FMLA provides unpaid, job-protected leave 
for eligible employees for the following 
reasons: 
– to care for their own serious health condition, 

– to care for a covered family member (spouse, son, 
daughter, or parent) with a serious health condition 

– for a parent to spend time with a newborn, newly 
adopted or foster child

– to care for a covered service member with a serious 
injury or illness or 

– to deal with a military exigency



FMLA: Serious Health Condition

Must be physical or mental illness/injury of a serious 
nature, involving inpatient care or continuing treatment 
by a health care provider

Inpatient care means an overnight stay in a hospital, 
hospice, or residential medical care facility 

Continuing treatment by a health care provider includes 
one or more of the following:
– Incapacity (inability to work) of more than three consecutive, 

full calendar days, and any subsequent treatment or period of 
incapacity relating to the same condition

– Pregnancy or prenatal care

– Chronic conditions

– Permanent or long-term conditions

– Conditions requiring multiple treatments or

– Any of the above that don’t necessarily result in 3 days of 
absence but may trigger episodic periods of incapacity (for 
example, asthma)



American Disabilities Act

Prohibits discrimination against job applicants 
and employees on the basis of a disability

Protects an individual who:
– has a physical or mental impairment that 

substantially limits one or more of the individual’s 
major life activities; 

– has a record of such an impairment; or 

– is regarded as having such an impairment



American Disabilities Act Amendments Act

• The ADA Amendments Act of 2008 (ADAAA) 
substantially expanded the coverage afforded by 
the ADA by expanding the definition of disability, 
so that “major life activities” include a variety of 
activities of daily living 

• Requires that the term “substantially limits” be 
construed broadly 

• States that impairment that is episodic or in 
remission is a disability if, when it is active, 
substantially limits a major life activity 

• Makes clear that the positive effects of mitigating 
measures, other than ordinary eyeglasses or 
contact lenses, should not be considered in 
assessing whether an individual suffers from a 
disability 



American Disabilities Act Amendments Act

What are “major life activities”? 

“[C]aring for oneself, performing manual tasks, 
seeing, hearing, eating, sleeping, walking, 
standing, lifting, bending, speaking, breathing, 
learning, reading, concentrating, thinking, 
communicating, and working,” and 

[M]ajor bodily functions, including, “functions 
of the immune system, normal cell growth, 
digestive, bowel, bladder, neurological, brain, 
respiratory, circulatory, endocrine, and 
reproductive functions”



General 

Purpose

Prohibits discrimination against 
disabled individuals; includes 
those who have a record of 

impairment or are regarded as 
having an impairment

Conditions 

Covered

Leave 

Required

Benefits Reinstatement

Up to 12 weeks/year for serious 
health condition, birth of child, 
placement of adoption or foster care. 
Up to 26 weeks/year for certain military 

leave. Leave may be intermittent and 
unpaid. Employer can generally 

require use of paid leave. 
Employee may request use 

of paid leave 

Continuance of health 
benefits during leave 
and right to return to 

identical benefits

Must reinstate 
employee to the same 
or equivalent position

Disability that 
substantially limits 

one or more life 
activities. Can be 

physical or mental 
impairment

Leave may be required if 
it is a reasonable 

accommodation that 
does not impose an 

undue hardship on the 
employer. Leave may be 
intermittent and unpaid. 
Employer can generally 

require use of paid leave. 
Employee may request 

use of paid leave 

Proceed with caution. 
Benefits may be 

reduced when the 
employee’s reduced 

work schedule 
reduces the 

employee’s hours 
below what is 

required for the 
applicable benefit. 
Employer’s benefit 

programs may trigger 
obligations under 

ADA. 

If the leave is a 
reasonable 

accommodation, 
employee’s 

position must 
remain open so 
employee can 
return to her 

original positon

FMLA / ADA

Serious health 
condition of employee 

or family members. 
Birth, adoption and 

foster care placement of 
employee’s child. 

Includes military rights 

Protected leave 
and rights 

associated with 
protected leave 



The Intersection

ADA

Serious Health 
Condition?

Disability?

Both?

FMLA



│Case Studies



Case Study 1: What Do You Think? 

Jennifer has worked at least 40 hours per week for many years with 
her employer. She has never requested leave beyond her allocated 
PTO.

Jennifer contacts her manager in August 2021 and states that she will 
need to take some time off. Jennifer contacts HR and tells HR that she 
has a liver condition and will need surgery. She says she will be back 
to work after 8 weeks. 

Is Jennifer covered by:

1. FMLA;

2. ADA;

3. Both



Case Study 1: What Do You Think? 

Jennifer is approved for FMLA leave. After 8 weeks of FMLA leave, 
Jennifer contacts her employer and says that her doctor wants her to 
undergo additional treatment related to her liver and that she will 
need another 7 weeks off from work. 

Is Jennifer covered by:

1. FMLA;

2. ADA;

3. Both



EEOC’s Position When FMLA Leave is Exhausted

“[If] an employee uses the full 12 weeks of FMLA leave for her 
disability but still needs five additional weeks of leave… the employer 
must provide the additional leave as a reasonable accommodation 
unless the employer can show that doing so will cause an undue 
hardship.”

The Commission takes the position that compliance with the FMLA 
does not necessarily meet an employer's obligation under the ADA, 
and the fact that any additional leave exceeds what is permitted 
under the FMLA, by itself, is not sufficient to show undue hardship.



Case Study 2: What Do You Think? 

Todd is diagnosed with COVID-19. He is hospitalized and on a 
ventilator for 10 weeks. After 10 weeks, Todd returns to work. 

Is Todd covered by:

1. FMLA;

2. ADA;

3. Both



Case Study 2: What Do You Think? 

Todd returns to work. After a few weeks, Todd calls in sick. He tells HR 
that he has been going to the doctor at least once a week because he 
is having problems breathing. He says that is things don’t get better 
he might need to work a reduced schedule. 

Is Todd covered by:

1. FMLA;

2. ADA;

3. Both



Case Study 3: What Do You Think? 

James contacts his employer and says that he cannot come into work. 
His wife has an autoimmune condition and she hasn’t been feeling 
well. Her doctor has told James’ wife that she can work from home on 
a limited basis but that she cannot perform other tasks around the 
house. Once a week, James’ wife also receives check-ins at home 
from a nurse practitioner. James has been losing sleep over his wife’s 
health. 

Is James covered by:

1. FMLA;

2. ADA;

3. Both



│COVID-19 Challenges



Pandemic Challenges 

• Federal protections continue to apply

• Accommodations are still required even if employee is working from 
home 

• Presents novel and unprecedented challenges for employers



The COVID-19 Long-Hauler 

The Department of Justice (DOJ) and Health and Human Services 
(HHS) issued guidance on July 26

“Substantially limits” should be interpreted broadly

Provides examples of when a COVID-19 long-hauler might be 
substantially limited in a major life activity
– Individual who has lung damage and experiences shortness of breath, fatigue and 

related effects (i.e., substantially limited respiratory function)

– Individual who has symptoms of intestinal pain, vomiting and nausea for an 
extended period (i.e., substantially limited in gastrointestinal function)

– Individual who experiences memory lapses and brain fog (i.e., substantially 
limited in brain function, concentrating and thinking) 

– Source: https://www.hhs.gov/civil-rights/for-providers/civil-rights-
covid19/guidance-long-covid-disability/index.html. 

https://www.hhs.gov/civil-rights/for-providers/civil-rights-covid19/guidance-long-covid-disability/index.html


│FMLA Administration: Do you 
have the correct counting method?



FMLA Administration 

Determining the applicable 12-month period
– Calendar year

– Any fixed 12-month period

– A 12-month period measured from the first day of 
leave

– A 12-month period measured backward from the date 
the employees uses FMLA leave (referred to as the 
rolling method)



Calendar Year Method

• Employee has a serious health condition 

• Employer uses calendar year method 
(January 1 to December 31)

• Employee takes FMLA leave beginning 
October 15, 2021 through December 31, 
2021

• In January 2022, employee is entitled to 
another 12 weeks of FMLA leave 

• Creates a potential for stacking



12-month measured from first date of leave

• Employee has a serious health condition 

• Employee takes FMLA leave beginning June 
6, 2021 (12-month clock begins) 

• Employee takes 4 weeks of leave from June 
6, 2021 through July 2, 2021

• Employee returns to work and in March 
2022, employee experiences another 
serious health condition. Employee takes 8 
more weeks of leave 

• Employee is still entitled to protected leave 
through June 5, 2022



12-month measured from first date of leave

• Employee exhausts remaining leave from the 
2021 period that ran from June 6, 2021 through 
June 5, 2022

• Employee returns to work and in July 2022, 
Employee requests leave to care for a family 
member with a serious health condition 

• Assuming the Employee is entitled to FMLA 
leave, the clock starts over again as of June 6, 
2022

• The Employee’s new leave clock would start 
ticking again in July 2022 (the new date in 2022 
when leave clock begins over) 

• Still potential for employee to take leave in close 
succession



Rolling Method

• Measure backward from date the 
Employee takes FMLA leave

• Employer is required to “look-back” over 
the previous 12 months 

• Offers more protection against stacking 
leave periods

• More difficult to administer



Rolling Method: Example 1

• Joe requests 3 weeks of FMLA to begin on 
July 31 due to a serious health condition 

• Employer looks back 12 months (from July 
31 to previous August 1) to see if FMLA has 
been used

• Joe has not taken leave and is entitled to 3 
weeks and has 9 more weeks available



12 Month Look Back Period: Example 1 

July 31August 1

Time Dateline

11/1

9/1 1/1

3/1

5/1

8/1
10/1

12/1

2/1

4/1
6/1

3 
Weeks 
FMLA

7/1

8/1

July 31

August 1



Rolling Method: Example 2 

• Kate requests two weeks of FMLA leave to begin 
on November 1

• Employer looks back 12 months (from November 
1 to previous November 2) to see if FMLA leave 
has been used

• Kate has taken 4 weeks of leave beginning 
January 1, 4 weeks beginning March 1, and 3 
weeks beginning June 1 (11 weeks total)

• Kate has taken 11 weeks of FMLA leave and only 
has one week of protected FMLA leave available 

• She can take one week in November and then 
again beginning in January when her previous 
leave rolls off the leave year 



11/1 12/1 1/1 2/1 3/1 4/1 5/1 6/1 7/1 8/1 9/1 10/1 11/1

12 Month Look Back Period: Example 2

4 weeks FMLA

3 weeks FMLA4 weeks FMLA

1 week 
FMLA

Time Dateline

November 2 November 1



│Why It Matters



Why This Matters

FY 2019 FY 2020

No Violation Cases 534 508

Employer Not Covered 12 18

Employee Not Eligible 67 63

Complaint Not Valid 402 364

Other 53 61

Cases with Violations 506 460

Number of Employees Affected 1,000 497

Amount of Back Wages $1,915,612 $1,167,898

*https://www.dol.gov/agencies/whd/data/charts/fmla

FMLA: Compliance Actions



EEOC Statistics

1. https://www.eeoc.gov/statistics/americans-disabilities-act-1990-ada-charges-charges-filed-eeoc-includes-concurrent

2. The following charts represent the total number of charges filed and resolved under the ADA. 

3. Receipts include all charges filed under the ADA and those filed concurrently under Title VII, EPA, ADEA and GINA. Therefore, the sum of receipts for all statutes will 
exceed total charges received.

4. Does not include monetary benefits obtained through litigation.

Resolutions by Type

https://www.eeoc.gov/statistics/americans-disabilities-act-1990-ada-charges-charges-filed-eeoc-includes-concurrent


EEOC Statistics 

* https://www.eeoc.gov/statistics/americans-disabilities-act-1990-ada-charges-charges-filed-eeoc-includes-concurrent



EEOC Statistics 

Resolutions by Type

* https://www.eeoc.gov/statistics/americans-disabilities-act-1990-ada-charges-charges-filed-eeoc-includes-concurrent



EEOC Statistics 

1. https://www.eeoc.gov/statistics/americans-disabilities-act-1990-ada-charges-charges-filed-eeoc-includes-concurrent

2. Definition of Monetary Benefits: Payment that the agency agreed to provide in a settlement agreement, a final agency decision finding discrimination, a final order 
agreeing to fully implement an EEOC Administrative Judge's decision containing a payment award, or in compliance with an Office of Federal Operations' appellate 
decision which ordered a payment award.



Lisa M. Simioni, JD, LLM
Vice President & Senior Compliance Consultant, Segal
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Illinois Service Members 

Employment & 

Reemployment Rights Act

-ISERRA-
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Introduction – Service Member Employment Complaints & 
Reserve Component OPTEMPO

Operational 
Reserve 
Force

• Strategic Reserve – Primary role is 
augmentation and reinforcement of Active 
forces during a major contingency event 
anticipated to occur at best once in a 
lifetime.

• Operational Reserve - Participate routinely 
and regularly in ongoing military missions.

• Reserves make up 39% of our military end 
strength but only 9% of the DoD budget.

Source: Developing an Operational Reserve: A Policy and Historical Context and the Way Forward, 9/2810, Winkler, USArmy. 

https://www.army.mil/article/45817/developing_an_operational_reserve_a_policy_and_historical_context_and_the_way_forward



What is ISERRA? – Service Member Employment Rights for the State

“ISERRA is…

Illinois’ version of USERRA.

Service Member Employment 
Rights Law (USERRA plus State)

Effective January 1, 2019

State statutory floor

It’s an old, old 

wooden ship used 

during the civil 

war era.

What’s 

ISERRA?

330 ILCS 61

USERRA

ISERRA

Contract

Policy

Practice



Basic Protections - USERRA

Reemployment

Health Insurance

Pension

Performance 
Review

Careful! There are 
exceptions

This Section incorporates 

Sections 4304, 4312, 4313, 

4316, 4317, and 4318 of the 

Uniformed Services 

Employment and 

Reemployment Rights Act 

under Title 38 of the United 

States Code, as may be 

amended, including case law 

and regulations promulgated 

under that Act,..

/5-5



Basic Protections - Reemployment

The pre-service employer must 
reemploy service members 
returning from a period of service in 
the uniformed services if those 
service members meet five criteria

/5-5



Basic Protections – Mandatory Reemployment Criteria

1. Absent on account of military service.

2. Gave advanced notice.

3. Cumulative period of service with same 
employer is less than 5 years.

4. Not released from service under 
dishonorable or other punitive conditions.

5. Reported back to civilian employer in a 
timely manner or submitted a timely 
application for reemployment

/5-5



Basic Protections – Health Insurance

If the employee’s employer-based health plan 
coverage would terminate because of absence 
due to military service, the person may elect 
to continue that coverage for up to 24 months 
after the absence begins, or for the period of 
military leave, whichever is shorter. 

/5-5



Basic Protections - Pension

Employees are entitled to all accrued pension benefits 
they would have received had their civilian employment 
been continuous.  This applies to defined benefit 
pensions, defined contribution plans and profit sharing 
plans, as well as to single-employer and multiemployer 

plans.

/5-5



Basic Protections – Performance Review

Additional protection 
not incorporated from 
USERRA

/5-5



Basic Protections – Performance Review

• Upon return from military duty, must receive a performance review for 
the period of military leave that is…

• No less than the average performance review for the 3 years prior to 
military leave.

• Cannot be less than the performance review for the rating period 
immediately prior to military leave.

• Does not apply to probationary periods.

/5-5



Basic Protections – Accommodation

Timing, Frequency 
and Duration

A service member employee is not required to 

accommodate his or her employer’s needs as to the 

timing, frequency, or duration of military leave; 

however, employers are permitted to bring concerns 

over the timing, frequency, or duration of military 

leave to the attention of the appropriate military 

authority.  The accommodation of these requests are 

subject to military law and discretion.     

/5-5



Basic Protections - Accommodation

Timing, Frequency 
and Duration

Regulations issues by the Department of Defense at 32 CFR 104.4 

direct military authorities to provide assistance to an employer in 

addressing these types of employment issues.  The military 

authorities are required to consider requests from employers of 

National Guard and Reserve members to adjust scheduled absences 

from civilian employment to perform service. 20 CFR 1002.104

/5-5



Basic Protections - Accommodation

Timing, 
Frequency and 

Duration

Department of Defense directives to military commands in assisting civilian employers.  

Designate a representative who is a Commander or Officer in Charge with authority to…

• Consider written request from civilian employers of National Guard and Reserve 

members to adjust absences.

• May delay, defer, cancel, or reschedule military service.

• Unless prevented by military necessity or impossible or unreasonable under all 

circumstances.  

• Accommodation cannot negatively affect military operations. 

• Accommodation must be in the best interest of the military and be reasonable.

• Employer requests for accommodation must…

• Be in writing

• Explain how absence imposes on the civilian employer either…

• adverse financial impact OR

• severe operating impact

• State when the hardship is anticipated to end.
DoD Regulation 32 C.F.R. 104.6(b)(3) & DOD Instruction 1205.12

/5-5



Additional Benefits – Model Employer

Ensuring that public entities 
are model employers of 
reserve components by 
providing additional 
benefits.

1. Full-time public employee 
who is not an independent 
contractor.

AND….

2.  Is a member of a reserve 
component of Illinois or the 
U.S. Armed Forces regardless of 
status.

/5-10



Additional Benefits – Model Employer

1. Paid military leave
• Differential Compensation
• Concurrent Compensation

AND….

2.  Expanded employer-based health plan benefits

/5-10



Additional Benefits – Differential Compensation

• Rationale: Remove financial disincentive to service

• Common

• When daily rate of civilian pay exceeds military pay

• Includes drills (IDT) but calculated differently

• Limited to active service with pay

• Accrued benefit time in lieu of pay

• Limits on duration; Voluntary vs. Involuntary

• Applies only to “work days”: the actual number of days the employee 
would have worked during the period of military leave but for the 
service member’s military obligation

• Not intuitive – see educational materials

/5-10



Additional Benefits – Voluntary vs. Involuntary

"Active service" means all forms of active and inactive duty regardless of voluntariness including, but not limited to, annual training, active 

duty for training, initial active duty training, overseas training duty, full-time National Guard duty, active duty other than training, State 

active duty, mobilizations, and muster duty. "Active service", unless provided otherwise, includes active service without pay. "Active service" 

includes: (/1-10)

(1) Reserve component voluntary active service means service under one of the following authorities: 

(A) any duty under 32 U.S.C. 502(f)(1)(B);

(B) active guard reserve duty, operational support, or additional duty under 10 U.S.C. 12301(d) or 32 U.S.C. 502(f)(1)(B); 

(C) – (H)

(2) Reserve component involuntary active service includes, but is not limited to, service under one of the following authorities: 

(A) annual training or drill requirements under 10 U.S.C. 10147, 10 U.S.C. 12301(b) or 32 U.S.C. 502(a). 

(B) additional training duty or other duty under  32 U.S.C. 502(f)(1)(A); 

(C) –(J); 

(K) pending line of duty determination for response to sexual assault under 10 U.S.C. 12323; and 

(L). 

Reserve component active service not listed in paragraph (1) or (2) shall be considered involuntary active service under paragraph (2). 

/5-10



Additional Benefits – Voluntary vs Involuntary

1. Is the authority listed under the definition of “active service”?  “voluntariness” language in the 

order is not relevant for purposes of determining intent of Act.

2. If the authority is not “listed” then the so-called “catch-all” clause applies.  “voluntariness” 

language in the order is not relevant for purposes of determining intent of Act.

3. If the authority is in fact “listed” but incomplete.  “voluntariness” language in the order is relevant 

for purposes of determining the intent of the issuing military authority. 

4. Two authorities – one involuntary and one voluntary.   Make an objective determination based on 

language in the order and the authorities listed.  

Applying rules of statutory construction (plain language & contextual reading) 

/5-10



Additional Benefits - Concurrent Compensation

• Rationale:  incentive to service

• Full pay

• Annual Training Only – Not active duty 
in lieu of AT

• Up to 30 days per calendar year

• Does not need to be concurrent

• Common

"Annual training" means any active duty 

performed under Section 10147 or 12301(b) of 

Title 10 of the United States Code or under 

Section 502(a) of Title 32 of the United States 

Code.

/5-10



Additional Benefits – Health Plan

Expanded employer-based health plan benefits

• Employer pays their share of premiums 

• Employee pays their share of the premiums

• Cannot charge employee administration fees

• Regardless of length of orders

• Everything else is the same as in Sec 5-5 

/5-10



Prohibition on Discrimination – Military Service

• Employers may not fire, fail to 
hire, or deny any workplace 
benefit to workers based on…

• membership in or duties to 
a uniformed service.

OR

• the exercise of any right 
under ISERRA including the 
right to file a complaint.

/5-15



Notice of Rights & Duties – Post it!

• Post where you 
customarily post 
employee notices.

• How do I get it?
• Attorney General website
• Call helpline

…may not be a sole basis for a civil 

action under this Act. (/15-5)

Don’t forget to post USERRA notice!

ISERRA USERRA

/5-20



Enforcement – Protecting the Common Public Interest

Follows the USERRA 
enforcement model.

• Complaint process

• Graduated enforcement 
• Education

• Informal Mediation 
(RFA)

• Formal Investigation

• Litigation

Prior to initiating a civil action, the 

Attorney General shall conduct a 

preliminary investigation to 

determine whether there is 

reasonable cause to believe that 

any employer is engaged in a 

violation of this Act and whether 

the dispute can be resolved 

without litigation (/15-10(b)).

/15-10



Enforcement – Illinois Attorney General

• Objective 3rd party

• Who's our client?

• Clear vs ambiguous issues

• How does the complaint 
process work?

• Delegates duties to the 
ISERRA Advocate 

ISERRA tasks the Illinois Attorney General with enforcement!

Attorney General Kwame Raoul

/15-10



Questions?

Helpline: 1-800-382-3000 



Deeper Dive Into Military 
Leave

28

Benjamin E. Gehrt
Clark Baird Smith LLP



• Step 1: Review The Employee’s Orders and Leave and 
Earnings Statement

• Step 2: Calculate the daily rate of pay with the public 
employer (X)

• Step 3: Calculate/look up the daily rate of pay for 
military service (Y)

• Step 4: (X-Y) * (Number of Workdays Missed) = 
Differential Pay

29

How to Calculate Differential Pay Obligations:
a 4-step guide
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Step1: These Are Not “Orders:”



Step 1: What Orders Usually Look Like





Step 1: What a Leave and Earnings Statement (LES) Looks 
Like 



Divide the employee’s regular compensation during the pay period 
(as if he or she were not deployed) by the number of “work days” 
in the pay period.

Example:  An employee normally earns $4,000 every two weeks.  
The employee works Monday-Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., which 
would be 10 “days” during the two week period.

Daily rate of pay as a public employee: $4,000 / 10 days = 
$400/day

34

Step 2 – Daily Rate of Pay with the Public Employer



• Employee earns $4,000 every two weeks

• Employee works the midnight shift, 10 p.m. on Sunday night to 
6 a.m. on Friday morning.

• Employee works part of 6 calendar days per week:
• 10 p.m. to midnight on Sunday

• All day Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday

• Midnight to 6 a.m. on Friday

• Daily rate of pay = $4,000 / 12 = $333.33 per day
• Compared with $400/day for the employee who works 9 a.m. 

to 5 p.m.

35

Step 2 – Daily Rate of Pay with the Public Employer: Alternate 
Work Schedule



Different rules apply, depending on the type of service:

– Inactive duty: use the military drill pay chart.  See 
www.militaryrates.com/military-pay-drillpay.  

– Active duty:
- Need to get the employee’s Leave and Earnings Statement (LES)

- Divide the employee’s base pay (excluding housing allowances, 
hazard pay, etc.) for the period of military service by the number of 
calendar days in the month.

- Note, this means the daily rate of pay with the military is a fiction, 
especially if employee receives pay enhancements

- This also means the daily rate of military pay varies based on 
28/30/31 days per month

36

Step 3 – Daily Rate of Pay for Military Service

http://www.militaryrates.com/military-pay-drillpay


– Employee is deployed all of May and all of June.

– According to her LES, the employee is paid $5,540.10 per 
month by the military

- May military daily rate: $5,540.10 / 31 days = $178.71 / day

- June military daily rate: $5,540.10 / 30 days = $184.67 /day

37

Step 3 – Daily Rate of Pay for Military Service: Active Duty
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Step 3 – Daily Rate of Pay for Military Service: Inactive Duty

Source: www.militaryrates.com/military-pay-drillpay for 4 
drills. 

http://www.militaryrates.com/military-pay-drillpay


((Daily Rate as Public Employee) – (Daily Military Rate)) * Number 
of Workdays Missed
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Step 4 – Differential Calculation: Active Duty
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Example 1A: “Annual Training”

How Should This Be Paid?
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Example 2: “Training”

How Should This Be Paid?
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Example 2: Differential Pay, Active Duty

How Should This Be Paid?

01 May 2020
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Example 2: Differential Pay, Active Duty

• Daily Rate as Public Employee: $8,000 / 20 days = 
$400/day

• Daily Rate in Military:
- May military daily rate: $5,540.10 / 31 days = $178.71 / day

- June military daily rate: $5,540.10 / 30 days = $184.67 /day

- July military daily rate: $5,540.10 / 31 days = $178.71/day

• Differential Pay: 
– May:  ($400 / day - $178.71/day)  * 20 workdays = $221.29 / day * 20 

days = $4,425.80 differential pay owed

– June: ($400/day - $184.67/day) * 22 workdays = $215.33 / day * 22 
days = $4,737.26 differential pay owed

– July: $221.29/day * 18 workdays = $3,981.42 differential pay owed
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Example 3: Differential Pay, Inactive Duty

How Should This Be Paid?
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Example 3: Differential Pay, Inactive Duty

4 drills = $634.67.  

1 drill = $634.67 / 4 = $158.67
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Example 3: Differential Pay, Inactive Duty

• Daily Rate as Public Employee: $3,523.55/10 workdays 
= $352.36 per day

• Daily Rate in Military:
o Drill Pay Chart = $158.67 for 1 drill per day

• Differential Pay: 
o ($352.36 - $158.67) per day * 2 workdays missed = $193.69/day * 2 

= $387.38
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A Useful Worksheet



Benjamin E. Gehrt

Clark Baird Smith LLP

Questions?
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Payroll Cybersecurity

October 21, 2021



Marc Thorson

Executive Director – Regional Technology Services

Adjunct Instructor – MPA Program

Northern Illinois University

+20 years in local government IT

Worked for 3 different municipalities

Local Government/Nonprofit IT Consultant

Husband and Father

Co-worker to Layne the Technopup

Research Interests

• Security in Local Governments/Nonprofits

• Open Access Broadband Networks



• This session is the work of Marc 
Thorson 
–The views expressed here do not necessarily 

reflect those of my employer

• No IT Professionals were injured in 
the preparation of this 
presentation

• This message is transmitted on 
100% recycled electrons

Disclaimer



Some of the information presented here is based on the 
work of:

Lesley Carhart  (GCIH, GREM, GCFA)

Principal Incident Responder, Dragos Inc.

Digital Forensics specialist (Industrial Systems)

20+ years in IT, 12 years in information security

"White Hat" Hacker

Speaker, Mentor, & Blogger

Reservist

When a power plant gets hacked, I go find out how.

Recognition



• Expectations

• Hacking and Defense

• Exercise on attacking and defending

• Helpful Tips

• Discussion and Questions

Agenda



• What expectations do you have for this 

course?

Expectations



• Payroll is a frequent attack target

• Avoid FUD

–FUD is Fear, Uncertainty, and Doubt

• We Are ALL Responsible for Security

Why Are We Doing This?



Who are Hackers?



• Hackers are less likely to be:

–Lonely kids in parent’s basement

–Loners in dark apartments

Know Your Enemy

Source: Lesley Carhart – Dragos Inc.



• Hackers are more likely:

–Employees at well-organized criminal 
organizations functioning like large 
corporations

–Nation-State actors or contractors

• To a lesser extent

–Terrorist Organizations

–Activists

Know Your Enemy

Source: Lesley Carhart – Dragos Inc.



•MONEY
• Political or Military Objectives

• Corporate Espionage
• Fun/Curiosity

What Do They Want?

Source: Lesley Carhart – Dragos Inc.



• Attackers want to be quiet

• Attackers typically choose the easiest way

• Attackers will “Live off the Land”

• Social Engineering

How Do Hackers Attack?

Source: Lesley Carhart – Dragos Inc.



Source: Lockheed Martin

Cyber Kill Chain



• Researching Websites 

and Other Publicly 

Available Info

• Harvesting Emails, 

Passwords, and Other 

Information

• Identifying Watering 

Holes

Recon



• Creating an 

Exploitation and 

Backdoor

• Couple with Delivery 

Method (Payload)

• Examples:

– Malicious Site Designed 

to Look Legitimate

– Malicious Code

Weaponization



• Determining the Exploit 

and Coupling with 

Delivery

• Examples:

– Spoofed Email with 

Malicious Link

– Malicious USB Memory 

Stick in the Parking Lot

– Malicious Ad on Website

Delivery



• Exploiting the 

Vulnerability

• Software, Hardware, or 

Human Vulnerability

• Victim Triggers Exploit

Exploitation



• Installing Malicious 

Software on Victim’s 

Device

• Create a point of 

persistence

Installation



• Establishing a 

Foothold on Victim’s 

Systems

• Move Laterally to 

Maintain Control and 

Avoid Detection

Command And Control



• Perform Actions to 

Achieve Objectives

• May Include Waiting 

With Periodic Check-ins

Actions On Objectives



Let’s Be Good
Think like a Defender



• Don’t Think Secure, Think Defendable

– Build “Defense in Depth”

• We Are ALL Responsible for Security

• Attackers want to work silently, look for the 

easiest ways, and “live off the land”

• Use the Risk Management Process to plan, 

assess, respond, and monitor risk

• No “Silver Bullet” to cybersecurity, build 

Defense in Depth

Recap



• Password Managers – Use Them

– 1Password, LastPass, and others

• Use Different Passwords for Different Sites

• Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA, 2FA, etc) 

– Something you have and something you know

Helpful Tips



• Update Your Systems

– PCs, Laptops, iPhones, Android Devices, etc

• Be Suspicious and Verify (In-person or Call Person) 

Before:

– Money Transfers

– Direct Deposit Changes

– Giving Out PII, CC Info, and/or HIPAA

Helpful Tips



• Have a Plan and Practice It

–Incident Response Plan

–Notification Plan

Helpful Tips



• Transition to Cloud-based subscriptions

• Getting access to systems in a short time

–VPN

–BYOD

–Device Shortages

Discussion



Marc Thorson

Executive Director – Regional Technology Services

Adjunct Instructor – MPA Program

Northern Illinois University

Questions



Successfully Navigating a Payroll 
System Implementation

October 21, 2021

1

Ryhan Carrier
BSA Software



Payroll Implementation Goals

• Increase Efficiency
• Automate Calculations

• Peda Pay
• Families First Coronavirus Response Act
• Garnishments, Child Support, etc

• Compliance
• IRS, IMRF, IDES, ACA

• Save Time and Reduce the Administrative Burden
• Eliminate Duplicate Data Entry



• Experience With Prior Conversions/Implementations

• References and Site Visits

• Communication
• Ask Questions about the process

• Share Current Pain Points & Goals

• Know the Timeline
• Data Conversions

• Business Process Review/Redesign

• On Site Training

• Go-Live

Understanding the Process

3



• Timing

• Data Conversion

• Resources

• Business Process Review/Redesign 

• Reporting

• 3rd Party Integration

• Customer Support

• References

Payroll System Implementation

4



Sample Timeline

5

6 Months

Acceptance TestingProcess Review

System Setup & 
Configuration

Final Data 
Conversion

Implementation & 
Training

Go Live

Balancing

Preliminary Data 
Conversion

Signed
Contract

Data Review

6 Months

Acceptance TestingProcess Review

System Setup & 
Configuration

Final Data 
Conversion

Implementation & 
Training

Go Live
Balancing

Preliminary Data 
Conversion

Project Kick-Off



• Review and understand the scope
• What data is being converted

• How much data is being converted

• Timing
• Contingent upon scope of data conversion

• Statement of Work
• Know Each party’s roles and responsibilities

• Who is responsible to extract and map the data

Data Conversion

6



• Thorough Review of Current Processes
• Ask Why

• Red Flags  “we have always done it this way”

• Begin with the end in mind
• Share your desired results with your vendor and together you can 

design the system to deliver the output you need.

Business Process Review

7



• State and Federal Required Reports
• 941, w2, 1009R, ACA

• IMRF, IDES

• Review your current reports with your vendor
• Identify if custom reports/exports are needed

Reporting

8



• Identify if third party integration is needed
• Time and Attendance

• Scheduling

• HR

• On-Boarding

• References

• Make sure vendors are in communication
• Schedule progress calls with all vendors

3rd Party Integration

9



• Review your data, user security, and reporting

• Core User training

• User Acceptance testing
• Workflows

• New hires

• Time and attendance

• Third Party Integrations

• Processes Parallel Payrolls
• Confirm Results

• Balance reports

Validation

10



• Track Any changes after final data extraction

• First payroll processing support on site

• Follow up Training 3-6 months after Go-Live

• Know you process for contacting Customer Support

Go-Live

11



• Seek references of similar size, scope and region 

• Request references with staff that was in place during 
the implementation

• Take the time to do a site visit and see the staff 
working in the software 

References

12



• Understand the overall process of a payroll 
implementation

• Learn what is expected in a payroll implementation 
and how to best prepare

• Recognize and avoid common pitfalls that can delay or 
derail an implementation

Recap
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Questions

14

Ryhan Carrier
rcarrier@bsasoftware.com

BS&A Software
Bsasoftware.com
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